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Dispelling the dark clouds of the
Pandemic and subsequent lockdowns,
Mumbai-based Priya Gaekwar
will exhibit her first-ever solo show
in Bengaluru.
Coming as a breath of fresh air,
her art is intensely colourful,
yet infinitely calm.

ABOUT THE ARTIST
Priya Gaekwar has always been artistically
inclined.
Creative, versatile and intuitive, Priya’s career
is an astonishing mix of art, fashion and design
in several areas.
Her diverse, collective experiences coupled
with an innate passion for art saw her
instinctively reach out for the canvas during
the lockdown in 2020.
An abstractionist, the artist creates works
that are at once intuitive, vibrant, yet deeply
thoughtful.
“As I embarked on this journey to paint,
my desire was to capture varying subjects
from my observations; nature, my
surroundings, a memory. The underlying
attempt is to evoke a feeling through the
process of creation, and for the viewer.”
- Priya Gaekwar

TESTIMONIAL
The Gaekwads of Baroda are inarguably the greatest
patrons of art in Indian Royal history. From Raja
Ravi Varma to Augusto Felici, Phanindranath Bose,
MK Dhurandhar, Gopal Damodhar Deuskar and
Nandalal Bose, all created some of the best-known
masterpieces for the discerning eye of the Gaekwads.
Princess Satvashilaraje of Baroda went on to
create, teach and sustain the famed art of Ganjifa
and Lacquerware in the Sawantwadi region of the
Konkan.
Her brother and my father-in-law, the late Maharaj
Ranjitsinh Gaekwad trained at the Royal College
of Art, London and was an accomplished and
versatile artist whose works grace many prestigious
collections.
In this generation, we are happy to see the tradition
percolate further to Priya Gaekwar. Priya’s artistic
flair lies in her play of colours and abstraction, with
her design sensitivity tinting every work.
I wish her all the best.
H. H. Maharani Radhikaraje
Gaekwad of Baroda

TESTIMONIAL

I have known Priya and her family for
over 25 years. She has forever been
inclined towards art and has been
passionately involved with art even
before I knew her.
Her sense of aesthetics was always
commendable, and therefore, when
gallery g opened in 2003, it was little
wonder to anyone that I chose her to do
its décor to set apart anything Bangalore
had ever seen before.
Thus many years later when Priya has
chosen to be an artist I’m delighted that
she has chosen gallery g to exhibit her
first solo show.
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Life indeed comes a full circle.
I wish her all success in her artistic
endeavours.
Gitanjali Maini
Founder - Managing Director
gallery g

38 Maini Sadan,
7th Cross, Lavelle Road,
Bangalore 560001.
Ph: +91 80 2221 9275
Kindly book your appointment for an in-person visit.
Please call Peter D’Mello: +91 70224 43338
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